A method to identify and separate the influence of changes in the surface stress from the bulk stress in a model lithium-ion battery electrode during electrochemical cycling was developed. The strategy for this separation is based on the different influence of surface and bulk stresses on the coupling between electrode potential and mechanical strain as measured by dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis and the coupling between the transferred electric charge and the elastic strain as determined by wide angle X-ray scattering. Using both methods, it was possible to uncover the behavior of an apparent surface stress evoked by the bulk stress due to grain boundary alloying of lithium in a gold film. Additionally, the analysis allowed for a determination of a range in surface stress due to underpotential deposition of one monolayer of lithium as the interval between −3.1 to Lithium-ion batteries are widely used, though the amount of electric charge they can store is still far away from their theoretical capacity.
Lithium-ion batteries are widely used, though the amount of electric charge they can store is still far away from their theoretical capacity. 1, 2 In order to increase the capacity of lithium-ion battery anodes, the commonly used graphite needs to be replaced. A very promising alternative are materials which can form alloys with lithium. 3, 4 There are several possible candidates. 5 Among the most important ones are silicon, germanium, tin, aluminum, and antimony. The theoretical volumetric lithium storage capacity of these materials is several times higher than that of the currently used anodes. In case of silicon, more than ten times that of graphite relative to the weight of the host material. This storage capability of the afore mentioned materials is based on their ability to store more than one, in case of silicon, germanium, and tin up to 4.4 lithium atoms per host atom. The obvious drawback of these materials is the huge volume change during lithium loading which can easily exceed 100%.
If the electrode material is constrained (e.g. by the current collector) or the lithium is inhomogeneously distributed in the host material, the change in volume is accompanied by stresses. 6 Possible consequences are the evolution of cracks in the material which can lead to pulverization of the electrode material and consequently loss of capacity. 6 A promising possibility to prevent pulverization is to reduce the structure size of the electrode material and to introduce high porosity. 7, 8 High porosity reduces concentration gradients by reducing the diffusion lengths and it weakens the constraints by offering free space in the vicinity of the electrode. However, this strategy also increases the surface to volume ratio, and therefore drastically increases the impact of the surface stress, which can have an important impact on the stability of the electrode material. 9 Additionally, the stress interacts with the chemical potential via the strain energy. 10 Therefore, the equilibrium lithium concentration is a function of the stress state which, in general, is inhomogeneous within the electrode material. Recent simulations performed by Gau and Zhou 11 indicated, that the coupling of deformation and diffusion increases the energy release rate and, therefore, promotes crack growth. According to the authors, this coupling is governed by the chemical to mechanical CM and mechanical to chemical˜ MC 11 partial atomic volumes. CM measures the interplay between the relative increase in volume in a stress-free state at a given lithium concentration, whereas˜ MC is a measure for the diffusive migration of lithium content in the host material which depends on local stress and temperature. Those values are typically estimated from equilibrium materials paramez E-mail: Tobias.kitzler@hzg.de ters (elastic moduli, lattice parameter, and Poisson's ratio) of volume samples.
In this study we measure the potential-strain coupling parameter (PSCP) ς of a thin gold film. The PSCP is a value that can be used to calculate the relative increase of volume per transferred charge η, in case the bulk modulus and the Poisson's ratio are known. The results indicate, that η has a very strong dependency on the electrode potential. Regardless of this potentially crucial impact of the potentialstress coupling, there are only a few cases where the mechanical contribution to the electrode potential was actually measured. [12] [13] [14] To our knowledge no work has been published which actually measured this coupling continuously in a wide potential range.
Only few experiments were performed aiming to measure the electrocapillary effect in lithium electrolytes. 15, 16 Measurements of the change in real surface stress turn out to be rather challenging for lithium alloy electrodes. The standard way for measuring changes of the surface stress (cantilever bending experiments) in such electrodes additionally to surface stress changes measures the change in stress due to alloy formation. This is used e.g. by Sethuraman et al. to measure the stress upon alloy formation. In order to understand the underlying mechanisms it is necessary to separate bulk from surface contributions.
The PSCP is a measure for the change in electrode potential with elastic strain and can be determined by dynamic-electro-chemomechanical analysis (DECMA). 17 According to thermodynamics the change in electrode potential with elastic strain equals the change in stress with charge density and/or surface stress with surface charge density, depending on the mechanism. DECMA has the advantage, that it can be performed continuously during electrochemical cycling. Since the PSCP is a derivative and the measurement is rather insensitive to slow processes, it cannot be used to measure the absolute changes in surface stress with potential. On the other hand, the PSCP is closely related to the thermodynamics of the system, which makes it a potentially powerful tool for getting a better insight into the processes active on the surface and in the bulk of the electrode.
Since the surface and the bulk of the sample contribute to the PSCP at the same time (which will be shown in Combined surface and bulk PSCP section), additional measurements are required to separate both contributions. The required additional data is obtained by measurements of the lattice spacing by means of in-situ wideangle X-ray scattering. Such a combination of the results requires a model of the electrode. The introduction of such a model finally allows separating surface and bulk contributions to the PSCP.
Theory
General response of electrode potential to applied strain.-For surface mechanisms the potential-strain coupling parameter (PSCP) is called the electrocapillary coupling parameter (ECCP; ς s ) and is defined by:
where f is the surface stress, q is the surface charge density, E is the electrode potential and e = 11 + 22 (e = 2 11 in an isotropic case) is the tangential strain at the surface. Equation 1 requires that the surface stress is isotropic in the surface plane. This requirement is always satisfied for an isotropic surface. 19 The bulk of a thin film electrode can thermodynamically be treated like a surface as long as there is no stresses perpendicular to the surface. In such a case, the stress within the electrode can be described as an apparent surface stress. For the special case of a planar isotropic film, the apparent surface stress, which equals the product of in-plane stress and thickness can be described by a scalar, equivalent to the surface stress. In such a case, the apparent surface stress is related to the in-plane stress by:
where f app is the apparent surface stress, σ 11 and σ 22 are the 11 and 22 components of the Cauchy stress tensor, σ is the scalar stress parallel to the film and h is the thickness of the film. The PSCP of the bulk ς b can in this case be described similarly to the PSCP of the surface by:
where q app is the apparent surface charge density, which measures the charge transfer across the electrode electrolyte interface correlated to changes in the bulk lithium concentration, e is the tangential strain of the film and σ ⊥ is the stress perpendicular to the surface.
Combined surface and bulk PSCP.-By DECMA, the surface stress and the apparent surface stress cannot be distinguished. The same is true for the surface charge density and the apparent surface charge density. As a consequence, the PSCP is sensitive to surface and bulk contributions according to:
Using f = f (q) and f app = f app (q app ) leads to:
Since the surface and the bulk need to be at the same electrical potential, the derivatives of the different charges with respect to the total charge can be replaced by the share of the surface (C s /(C s + C b )) and the bulk (C b /(C s + C b )) on the overall capacity. In case of nonequilibrium conditions, C b and C s have to be considered as effective capacities of the bulk and the surface. In conclusion, Equation 4 can be divided into :
After introduction of the corresponding PSCPs, this can be written as:
The combined PSCP ς c is an effective capacity weighted average of the reaction of the surface and the bulk to strain. In the following, the total, i.e. combined, PSCP is directly measured and the bulk and surface contributions are separated by analysis of the changes of the lattice spacing. The corresponding PSCP of the surface is then derived by:
It can be expected, that the dynamics of the surface is higher than the dynamics of the bulk. Hence, the surface contribution to the combined PSCP will be more dominant when ς c is measured by fast strain variations.
Interpretation of the PSCP.-The PSCP of the surface couples the changes in surface stress to the surface charge density. Hence, the integration of ς s dq equals the changes in surface stress. The origin of this changing surface stress can be diverse. Well known possibilities are charging of the surface, adatom adsorption, underpotential deposition 18 (deposition of roughly one monolayer at an electrode potential higher than the required potential for bulk deposition) and the formation of a surface alloy (alloy formation on the topmost atomic layer(s) upon deposition of one metal onto another).
The bulk behaves slightly different. For all relevant phenomena discussed in this work the bulk of a metallic electrode can be assumed to be at a constant electric potential and to carry no net charge. This means mechanisms like charging can be excluded as the source of the PSCP of the bulk leaving only changes of the lattice parameter and creation of additional lattice places as possible underlying processes.
For adsorption of hydrogen in a thin superficial layer of nanoporous palladium and absorption of hydrogen in the bulk of nanoporous palladium, where hydrogen occupies interstitial lattice places, the PSCP (also called the apparent electrocapillary coupling parameter) was calculated and measured by Viswanath and Weissmüller. 20 Two of the main results of their study can be summarized by:
where ς app ab is the PSCP for bulk absorption, which implies that it is a measure for the change in the apparent surface stress with apparent surface charge density in case all strain components are constant. ς ad is the ECCP for hydrogen adsorption on a superficial layer, which implies that it is a measure for the changes in surface stress with surface charge density where the strain parallel to the surface and the stress normal to the surface are constant. K is the bulk modulus of the initial material, is the atomic volume of the ab-or adsorbed species (below "active" species), q 0 is the elementary charge, ν is the Poisson's ratio of the host material and η is the change in lattice parameter with active material concentration. The original formulation 20 does not contain z because it was set to the valency of hydrogen which is 1. η is defined by the equation: a = a 0 (1 + ηN active /N host ), where a is the lattice parameter of the material, a 0 is the lattice parameter for N active = 0, N active is the number of atoms of the active material and N host is the number of atoms of the host material and therefore a constant.
In contrast to interstitial solid solutions, there is no direct correlation of the stress-free strain to the lattice parameter. This prevents the usage of Equations 9 and 10 for substitutional solid solutions like the gold-lithium system under investigation, which forms a substitutional solid solution for low lithium concentrations. 21 Nevertheless, both equations can be adapted for a substitutional alloy. In order to do so η, needs to be replaced by a more general property η, that is not directly linked to the lattice parameter but numerically equals η for interstitial solid solutions. This is satisfied for η defined by :
where e sf is the tangential, stress-free strain with respect to the unalloyed metal, N active is the number of atoms of the active material, N host is the number of atoms of the host material and therefore a constant.
Interrelation of real and apparent surface stress changes with the lattice parameter.-The interrelation of surface stress and lattice parameter differs from the interrelation of the apparent surface stress and the lattice parameter. This is due to the fact that a surface stress acts on the sample and the substrate in a similar matter, whereas a bulk stress (apparent surface stress) quantifies the force of the sample on the substrate. Hence, the strain in the sample needs to be anti-parallel to the strain in the substrate.
In order to quantify the interrelation, a model of the electrode is required. A first estimation uses a layered sample, which corresponds to the experimental samples, with homogeneous in-plane strain in all layers. If equality of forces is required, a surface stress leads to:
where the B Pi , B Ti , B Au are the biaxial moduli of polyimide, titanium, and gold, h Pi , h Ti , h Au are the corresponding thicknesses and e is the elastic in-plane strain of the sample.
In case of an apparent surface stress the situation is different because the total in-plane strain of the sample material t is the sum of the elastic e and the stress-free in-plane strain sf of the sample.
Using Equation 2, this leads to:
The elastic strain is always smaller than the stress-free strain and its direction anti-parallel to it. Therefore the elastic strain is always anti-parallel to the total strain as well.
Experimental
Sample preparation.-The samples were prepared by DC magnetron sputtering on polyimide foil (75 μm thick, 5 cm in diameter) for X-ray diffraction experiments and on polyimide based resistive strain gage (HBM 1-LY11-10/120; 18 × 9.5 × 0.1 mm 3 ) for DECMA, where the sample material occupies a circular area with a diameter of 8 mm. Prior to deposition the substrates were cleaned by argon plasma etching and transferred to the sputter chamber without contact to air. Base pressure and working pressure in the sputter chamber were <4 · 10 −8 mbar and 5.7 · 10 −3 mbar respectively. The working pressure was established by a constant flow of 7 SCCM (standard cubic centimeter per minute) argon 5.0. All layers were sputtered using power regulation mode. Sample target distance was ≈15 cm for gold and titanium and ≈7 cm for copper. Titanium, gold and copper (all 99.99% purity) were sputtered at 100 (Ti) and 50 W (Au, Cu) constant power. The thickness was controlled by sputtering time. For samples with defined shape (DECMA), a stainless steel shadow mask was used. After preparation, the samples were stored in a laboratory type drying chamber at 125
• C for several days for homogenization and at 90
• C at a heating plate inside the glove box for several hours to remove water adsorbate.
The sample for DECMA consists of ≈20 nm Ti as adhesion layer and ≈55 nm Au on a polyimide based resistive strain gage with defined shape. The sample for in-situ X-ray diffraction was ≈20 nm Ti as adhesion layer and ≈55 nm Au on a polyimide foil with ≈150 nm Cu on the opposite side.
Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis (DECMA).-
The design of the DECMA stage was inspired by the one used in Ref. 17 . The changes were mainly focusing on the possibility for operation inside a glove box. Further modifications involved increased stiffness, higher accessible frequencies and faster as well as more precise strain measurement. For operation inside a glove box, it was sufficient to omit the housing and to provide the electrical connections. The stiffness increase was achieved by using a massive titanium frame which connects the piezo actuator and the micrometer screw. A clamp is attached to each of these two parts for mounting the samples. The frequency range could be expanded by using a smaller and therefore faster piezo actuator. An improved strain measurement was achieved by using polyimide based resistive strain gages (HBM 1-LY11-10/120; 18.0 × 9.5 × 0.1 mm 3 ) as substrates and a measurement amplifier (HBM MX410 highly dynamic universal amplifier) to dynamically evaluate the strain. A picture of this device and a sample are shown in Figure 1 .
By using a very small amount of electrolyte the total amount of impurities and the possibility for dissolving components of the solid-electrolyte interface, [22] [23] [24] which leads to additional electrolyte decomposition and therefore Faraday currents, was kept small. This was achieved by using a stainless steel rod with a small lithium containment on top, which was filled with lithium of a purity of 99.9%. By adding some drops of electrolyte (roughly 50−100 μl) a standing meniscus was formed and used to contact the sample. The electrolyte was LP 30 from BASF (1 mol LiPF 6 in a 1:1 mixture of ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate; the purities were 99.80, 99.95 and 99.98% respectively). In this way, a two electrode electrochemical cell was created. An additional advantage of this two electrode electrochemical cell was the noise reduction of the DECMA signal compared to the three electrode electrochemical cell used for test measurements, without showing any noticeable disadvantages.
The sample material was sputtered on the smooth side of the resistive strain gage. After the sample was clamped between the piezo actuator and the micrometer screw, it was pre-strained to roughly 0.5%. This was necessary to allow the piezo actuator to apply periodic variations of the strain. Both, the amplitude of the variation and the applied pre-straining were calculated from the change in resistance of the resistive strain gage. The amplitude of the strain variation was measured twice, one time in the beginning of the experiment and once after it ended. The value changed less than 1%. In order to evaluate the phase shift between electrical and mechanical signal, the analog strain signal of the measurement amplifier was used as a reference signal for a lock-in amplifier (SIGNAL RECOVERY LIA 7265), which was used for measuring the potential variations due to strain variation. This lock-in amplifier was operated in A-B mode with the sample (working electrode) connected to input A and the counter electrode to input B. The sensitivity was set to 1 mV. For measuring during cyclic voltammetry (CV) working and counter electrode were connected to the potentiostat. In order to prevent the potentiostat from counteracting the strain induced potential variation, the working electrode was decoupled from the potentiostat by a 50 k resistor. Together with the capacitance of the sample the resistor created a low-pass filter. 25 For having comparable CV data, the influence of the resistor on the electrode potential had to be recalculated. This was done by using:
Due to this current dependent impact of the resistor on the potential, the scan speed (U ) at the sample is not constant anymore. Deviation of the measured current from a current one would expect at constant scan speed was estimated by assuming purely capacitive currents to be less than 10%. This impact can shift features on the potential axis for ≈50 mV.
The measured potential variations due to the variation of strain are used to calculate the PSCP:
Re(U ac ) (1 − ν substrate ) substrate [17] where Re(U ac ) is the root mean square (RMS) of the potential variation that is in phase with the strain variation, ν substrate is the Poisson's ratio of the substrate, which according to Ref. 26 is 0.34 at 1% of uniaxial strain, and substrate is the RMS of the uni-axial substrate strain variation. The phase shift of the signal is typically associated with finite transport rates in the electrolyte or slow adsorption or absorption rates 17 and will therefore be neglected.
In-situ measurements of the lattice spacing.-A customized insitu electrochemical cell (Figures 2 and 3 ) was used for in-situ X-ray diffraction. It was designed for measuring X-ray diffraction patterns even at low incidence angles in totally arbitrary sample orientations. The sample is clamped between two stainless steel rings. These rings were then attached to the body (made from PEEK) of the electrochem- ical cell. The body is designed in such a way that it pushes the sample, that acts as the X-ray window at the same time, to the highest point of the cell. During this attachment, the sample is slightly strained and thereby fixed. The electrode-electrolyte interface in this electrochemical cell is 7.1 ± 0.5 cm 2 . The electrolyte used was as in the DECMA setup LP 30 as purchased. Counter and reference electrodes were 99.9% Li foil contacted by stainless steel screws. For compensation of pressure changes a small butyl bladder was attached to the cell. All parts of the electrochemical cell were stored for at least 7 days in a laboratory type drying chamber at 100
• C. In case it was necessary to open the electrochemical cell between measurements in the open air for cleaning, it was cleaned without using water and dried using a hot air fan for at least 30 minutes.
The measurements were performed by using in-situ X-ray diffraction at the KMC-2 bending magnet beamline 27 of the synchrotron facility BESSY-II (HZB, Berlin, Germany) using a radiation wavelength of 1.5406 Å. The endstation diffraction at KMC-2 is equipped with a Huber 6-circle goniometer in psi-geometry and a 2-dimensional micro gap detector with a spatial resolution of 70 μm (VANTEC 2000). Measurements were done in reflection geometry, using the χ-circle to tilt the sample surface between in-plane and symmetric out-of-plane orientation. X-ray absorption in the polyimide substrate limited the in-plane geometry to a minimal tilt angle of χ = 10
• . Careful centering of all goniometer axes and the sample surface against the primary beam ensured the absence of any significant displacement errors. Raw 2D-data were converted into intensity vs. scattering angle line profiles by integration along Debye-cones. Based on these data peak positions and full widths at half maximum (FWHM) were determined by fitting of pseudo-Voigt functions.
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Results
Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis.-DECMA was performed simultaneously with cyclic voltammetry. In order to highlight the history-dependence of the result, the potential window was increased successively starting with [2 V to 1 V] and decreasing the minimum potential after every 3 cycles to 0.7, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.25 V. The maximum potential was kept at 2 V. The results for the 55 nm thick gold film are shown in Figure 4 .
This measurement allows correlating the features of the cyclic voltammogram to the features of the PSCP. The most distinct feature in the cyclic voltammogram is the peak at roughly 1 V vs. Li/Li + . Literature results link this peak to the stripping of the lithium underpotential deposit on a gold surface. 29 In the potential range of 2 V to 1 V all curves show a very similar, almost linear behavior (see Figure 4) . For lower potentials a hysteresis appears. This hysteresis is more pronounced for cycles which reach lower potentials and it diminishes between 0.9 and 1.2 V vs. Li/Li + . In this range, a plateau is visible in the positive scan direction. This plateau appears at the same time as the underpotential deposition stripping (UPDs) peak becomes visible in the CV curve.
In-situ measurements of the lattice spacing.-On the opposite side of the samples for in-situ X-ray diffraction a roughly 150 nm thick copper film was sputtered which was used as a reference. The sample was strained when it was mounted, therefore only changes in the strain values relative to an arbitrary reference state are used. This reference state was chosen to be the second value in each plot, because the first one showed a slightly bigger scatter due to the starting of the electrochemical cycling.
The measurements were as during DECMA performed during cyclic voltammetry starting with a potential window of 2 V to 1 V and reducing the lower vertex potential to 0.7, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.25 V after every two cycles. During the first of those cycles diffraction patterns were recorded at a tilting angle of χ = 90
• to measure the out-ofplane lattice parameter. During the second cycle, diffraction patterns were recorded at a tilting angle of χ = 10
• to measure the in-plane lattice parameter. In both cases the incident angle was 20.5
• and the detector recorded intensities for reflection angles 2 in the range from 35.7
• to 45.9
• . The recorded patterns included the gold and copper (111)-peaks.
Before every measurement cycle the potential was slowly reduced to 2 V. During cyclic voltammetry every 50 s one reflection pattern was recorded with an acquisition time of 20 s. Between two different CV cycles the potential was kept at 2 V. The peak positions of the gold and copper (111)-peaks are displayed in Figure 5 . They were evaluated by fitting the diffraction patterns recorded at a tilting angle of χ = 10
• to pseudo Voigt functions. The lattice parameter of the copper film only shows a small and monotonous drift. In contrast to that, the lattice parameter changes of the gold film are much more pronounced, mainly reversible with electrochemical cycling, and show a much higher drift in inverse direction. Diffraction patterns recorded at a tilting angle of χ = 90
• show a similar, even stronger behavior, but the changes in the gold lattice parameter are in the opposite direction. Figure 6 shows the change of the strain values relative to the second measurement during 6 CV cycles. They were calculated form peak positions of the gold (111)-peak measured at a tilting angle of χ = 90
• and χ = 10
• . Both, in-plane as well as out-of-plane strain changes are mainly reversible with cycling but occur in inverse directions. As before, scan number two was chosen as the reference and the corresponding strain value is therefore set to zero. Figure 7b shows the linear correlation of in-plane to out-of-plane strain changes. The determined proportionality factor is −0.61.
Discussion
Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis.- Figure 4 shows the appearance of a hysteresis in the potential-strain coupling parameter for scans with wide potential windows. The width of the hysteresis mainly increases in the potential range from 1.2 to 0.9 V vs. Li/Li + . In this potential range the underpotential deposition (UPD) peak in the positive scan direction of the cyclic voltammogram appears. For scans without hysteresis, no underpotential deposition stripping peak is visible. These two features indicate, that the underpotential deposition is responsible for the observed hysteresis.
At the maximum of the underpotential deposition peak, the PSCP hardly changes with potential. Using Equation 8 and estimating, that the effective capacities are proportional to the currents measured during cyclic voltammetry, this result allows calculating an upper and a lower bound for the surface stress induced by one monolayer of lithium on the surface of the sample. At the maximum of the underpotential deposition stripping peak the combined PSCP was measured to be 0.9 V. Since the PSCP measured at the same potential but without underpotential deposit is higher (1.35 V; as measured during the scan from 2 V to 700 mV), the potential-strain coupling parameter of the surface needs to be lower than 0.9 V.
The lower bound for the PSCP of lithium UPD can be calculated by estimating the capacitance of both processes involved. For this purpose we compare the currents measured during cyclic voltammetry of both scan directions (0.50 μA/cm 2 and 1.23 μA/cm 2 for the negative and positive scan direction respectively ⇒ C s : C c = 0.73 : 1.23 and C b : C c = 0.5 : 1.23). This estimation will give a lower bound, because the dynamics of the surface is typically faster than the dynamics of the bulk. As a consequence, the effective capacitance of the bulk will decline more with increasing frequency than that of the surface. Using again Equation 8 with ς b = 1.35 V and ς c = 0.9 V, these estimations lead to a lower bound of 0.58 V for the PSCP of lithium UPD. In order to calculate the changes in surface stress, we additionally need a surface charge density q corresponding to the deposition of one monolayer of lithium. Due to the (111)-texture of the sample (very similar to the samples used by Smetanin et al. 30 ), the surface charge density can be calculated by:
where d 111 is the lattice spacing of gold (111) planes (2.35 Å). This charge density (3.35 C/m 2 ) together with the upper and lower bound of the PSCP of underpotential deposition leads to −3.0 N/m < f UPD < −1.9 N/m for the deposition of one monolayer of lithium on the sample surface. Recently Tavassol et al. 16 published density functional theory results of f UPD . Their result was −2.8 N/m which lies well within our interval.
In-situ measurements of the lattice spacing.-The periodic variation of the lattice parameter of the gold film upon electrochemical cycling is shown in Figure 5 . The lack of periodic variations of the lattice parameter of the copper reference clearly shows the electrochemical nature of these variations. The dependency of this periodic variation on the tilting angle, as shown in Figure 7a , indicates a planar stress state. The in-plane to out-of-plane lattice parameter variation ratio can be calculated using linear elasticity to be (ν − 1) : 1. For gold, which has a Poisson's ratio of 0.42 31 in-plane to out-of-plane variations should show a relation of (−0.58:1) for a planar stress state, which is very close to the measured ratio of (−0.61:1) as shown Figure 8 . Stress thickness product calculated from X-ray data in comparison to cantilever bending results extracted from. 16 Except for UPD and UPDs both curves show a similar behavior.
in Figure 7b . Similarly to the periodic variations, the drift shows a strong dependency on the tilting angle. Hence the origin of this drift can be expected to be an irreversible planar stress state. We have identified two possible "measurement artifacts" which could be the source for this drift. The first one is a residual stress due to plastic deformation of the titanium adhesion layer and the second one is an irreversible change of the surface stress due to SEI formation. Both possible artifacts require a deformation of the substrate. Hence the drift is an indication for a soft substrate. Besides the indication of a soft substrate, no further conclusions will be drawn from the drift.
A planar stress state can be a result of a surface stress or a measure for an apparent surface stress. As calculated in Interrelation of real and apparent surface stress changes with the lattice parameter section, surface stress and apparent surface stress have an inverse impact (in direction, not in magnitude) on the lattice parameter. On the other hand, surface stress and apparent surface stress changes have a similar impact on the PSCP and on cantilever bending results. Cantilever bending measures the stress on the substrate and therefore: [19] Elastic changes of the lattice parameter on the other hand are influenced by the real and apparent surface stress according to: [20] This difference can be used to separate both contributions. A qualitative comparison is shown in Figure 8 . The comparison shows a good correlation of the apparent surface stress from bulk mechanisms and cantilever bending results. Qualitative differences between apparent surface stress and cantilever bending results are mainly visible where underpotential deposition and stripping occurs. This allows the conclusion, that the major contributions to the electro-chemo-mechanical coupling are underpotential deposition and bulk effects. The comparison of cantilever bending and lattice parameter changes suffers from potentially different strains. Cantilever bending setups typically use a very stiff glass substrate, whereas the samples of the measurements shown here, were deposited on a rather soft polyimide substrate, which might allow a certain stress relaxation. As a consequence, the apparent surface stress, and therefore the change in lattice parameter could be higher on a stiff substrate. In the most extreme estimation (i.e. the polyimide substrate does not contribute to the substrate stiffness), f app ( t = 0) and f app ( t ) differ by a factor of 3, as will be discussed in more detail in the following section. There are some indications for certain stress relaxation mechanisms, especially the measured drift which is clearly visible in Figure 6 . stress to the PSCP, as long as the results are independent on the different characteristic times. [21] To interrelate the PSCP and the elastic strain, it is meaningful to multiply Equation 21 with the current density:
dt =d e /dt [22] The absence of real surface stress changes (besides UPD/UPDs) is indicated by the correlation of elastic strain and cantilever results (see Figure 8 ). The stiffness of the substrate on the other hand cannot be treated independent of the characteristic time. It was observed, that the polyimide substrate lost its tension after a few days, which indicates creep relaxation. This might be linked to uptake and redistribution of solvents in the polyimide substrate, which can reduce stresses. 32 Hence, it has to be assumed, that the stiffness contribution of the polyimide strongly depends on the characteristic time.
For fast strain variations as applied during DECMA measurements, the polyimide will behave stiff, whereas for slow strain variations during cyclic voltammetry, it will behave soft. Using Equation 15 and parameters, as displayed in Table I , to calculate e (fast) : e (slow) leads to a ratio of 3:1.
The comparison in Equation 22 is then plotted in Figure 9 . A good qualitative correlation except for UPD/UPDs and possible electrolyte decomposition can be observed. Quantitative differences (here by a factor of 3), which are visible by the different scale bars of the ordinates, most probably have their origin in the above described stress relaxation processes. Microscopic mechanisms.-Our results indicate the existence of a bulk mechanism which is able to reversibly induce a strain characteristic for a planar stress state on a thin film electrode in contact with a substrate. A planar stress state which changes electrochemically, can only be the result of a stress-free strain, which is counteracted by the substrate. In a substitutional alloy, a lattice parameter independent stress-free strain can only be accomplished by the creation of new inplane lattice places. The lattice of a solid can only be altered at grain boundaries, dislocations, and surfaces. 10 Hence, lattice places need to be created/removed at grain boundaries or dislocations to change the apparent surface stress. It should be emphasized here, that processes which have a negligible impact on the stress-free strain and the lattice parameter, like diffusion, might appear additionally to the addition and removal of lithium to/from defects.
In case the PSCP is only correlated to bulk mechanisms, Equation 10 can be used to calculate the effective increase in volume with respect to the transferred charge η eff = ηq app /(q + q app ) using materials parameter of gold (see Table I ). The results presented in this work indicate, that for CV-scans in the potential range of 2 V to 0.7 V vs. Li/Li + , surface stress changes are negligible. Hence the PSCP can be used to calculate an effective η eff as shown in Figure 10 . The volume required for creating a substitutional lattice place can be calculated from gold-lithium alloy lattice parameter data 21 to be 99% of the volume of a gold lattice place in the solid solution regime, while the lattice structure is conserved. This corresponds to a η value of 0.33, which is much higher than the highest value in Figure 10 of 0.12. For grain boundary alloying the situation is different, because grain boundaries are less ordered. Hence lower η eff can be expected, which fits our results. The slightly negative strain-concentration coefficient measured above 1.9 V vs. Li/Li + indicates, that the width of the grain boundary can even be reduced in the beginning of lithiation. A second argument in favor of grain boundary alloying is the tendency, that with increasing film thickness, and therefore decreasing number of grain boundaries per volume (because of increasing grain size 35 ), the current density measured during cyclic voltammetry decreases (10.3 → 8.7 → 6.8 → 6.2 A/m 2 current density for 30 → 50 → 80 → 120 nm thick films, respectively, measured during cyclic voltammetry (2 to 0.3 V) with a scan rate of 10 mV/s at 1.3 V vs. Li/Li + ). The results strongly indicate, that η eff is correlated to grain boundary alloying and has a strong dependency on the electrode potential. Such a strong dependency might have an important impact on processes like storage, 33 trapping 34 and diffusion of lithium in grain boundaries.
Conclusions
A customized DECMA stage suitable for operation inside a glove box was designed. Additionally, a possibility for in-situ measurement of the substrate strain has been introduced.
In Combined surface and bulk PSCP section it was shown, that the PSCP of a system with two different contributions is the effectivecapacity weighted average of both contributions. An expansion to more contributions can be done in a similar way. In this study, a thin gold film was used as a model electrode to demonstrate that it is possible to measure the PSCP of a lithium electrode. The results revealed that this parameter is strongly dependent on the electrode potential. It changes from ≈ − 0.4 V at a potential of 2 V vs. Li/Li + to 2.1 V at a potential of 0.55 V vs. Li/Li + . To our knowledge such strong dependency of the electro-chemo-mechanical coupling has neither been considered nor measured so far for lithium alloying.
The results were used to calculate an interval for the surface stress changes due to underpotential deposition of [−3.1;−1.95 N/m] which fits to literature results calculated using density functional theory of −2.8 N/m. 16 A setup for orientation dependent, in-situ X-ray diffraction was introduced. It was used to measure the electrochemically induced change in lattice parameter which was found to vary between 0.002% and −0.054% in-plane and between −0.003% and 0.089% out-ofplane, with a relation characteristic for a planar stress state.
The combination of both measurements showed a good qualitative agreement. Moreover, it offered the unique possibility to separate surface and bulk stresses from in-situ measurements. It could be shown, that for this model electrode, the apparent surface stress due to bulk phenomena outweighs the actual surface stress due to underpotential deposition. This demonstrates the importance of considering bulk contributions when measuring surface stress changes. Detailed analysis of the results lead us to the conclusion, that the dominating mechanism responsible for bulk stresses is lithium entering grain boundaries.
We suspect, that the strong dependency of the strain concentration coefficient on the electrode potential has a strong impact on storage, 33 trapping 34 and diffusion of lithium in grain boundaries.
